OPINION

Rethinking the Berne-Plus Framework: From Conflicts of Laws to Copyright Reform

Paul Edward Geller *

No one is happy with copyright law today. Authors and media entrepreneurs complain about piracy. Authors and users complain about constraints on using cultural materials. Except for a few experts, we all complain about the complexity of copyright laws. To make a bad situation worse, these laws risk entering into conflicts in increasingly frequent cross-border cases. I shall here look at copyright reform in this global context.

In international copyright, reform had in the past taken place in Berne revisions. The initial Berne Act was concluded in 1886, and many revised acts followed, culminating in the Paris Act of 1971. Reform picked up again, with the TRIPs Agreement of 1994 and with the WIPO “Internet” Treaties of 1996. The TRIP’s Agreement incorporates most Berne provisions, and the WIPO Copyright Treaty requires Berne compliance. Both of these treaties also complement Berne with their own obligations: hence their Berne-plus conditions. However, successive Berne acts had responded to nineteenth- and twentieth-century media, from book publishing to broadcasting and cablecasting. How, then, to read the Berne-plus conditions of further treaties in legislating for the twenty-first-century internet?

One could read Berne provisions, “plus” TRIPs and WIPO Treaty provisions, as aggregating bundles of rights, limitations and exceptions. Consider some of the Berne rights: moral rights, translation and adaptation rights, public performance and recitation rights, broadcasting and cablecasting rights, the reproduction right and so forth. Berne rights are limited by corresponding Berne exceptions that allow, for example, quotation, educational and news-media uses, retransmission and re-recording against equitable remuneration and so forth. Assuming a literal-minded interpretation of Berne provisions, all subsequent copyright reforms would have to adumbrate bundles of rights as extensive as, and exceptions no more extensive than, those listed by Berne. Extending that interpretation to the Berne-plus conditions, national reforms would also have to include the TRIPs and WIPO Treaty rights, limitations and exceptions in their respective bundles. The European Information Society Directive has provided a strikingly cumbersome model for thus reforming copyright laws.

* Attorney, Los Angeles: http://www.pgeller.com [Accessed June 4, 2009]. For their critiques of earlier versions of this article, I thank Mihály Ficsor, David Nimmer and Jerome Reichman. This article arose out of comments given at the program “Reforming Copyright: Process, Policy and Politics” held on March 6, 2009, at Southwestern Law School in Los Angeles.
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Bear with me as I switch scenes abruptly. The new scene will illustrate why a literal-minded reading of the Berne-plus conditions is no longer globally workable. Think of bringing Berne, TRIPs and WIPO Treaty rights, limitations and exceptions together into national bundles. The treaty provisions have to be effectuated in more than a hundred national laws, but subject to national discretion in statutory implementation. Given possible combinations and permutations within the Berne-plus framework, we find ourselves in a world full of diverse national copyright laws. To know how these laws may work in the twenty-first century, we have to ask: which law or laws would dispose of infringement issues in internet cases, where protected materials are made available worldwide? Before answering this question, we have to consider, not only the tenor of all such possibly conflicting laws, but also the methods available to the courts for resolving conflicts between such laws in internet cases. Start with the worst-case scenario: a court is tempted to apply a single law, say, its own law, to the allegedly global infringement. To see why this is a worst case, ask: what if many courts worldwide were ready to adopt this tactic in cross-border cases? Courts would then invite lawyers to shop for fora likely to apply the laws most favourable to their clients. Copyright laws globally would become subject to choice-of-law roulette.6

I shall elaborate, hypothetically, our worst-case scenario. Start with a US national, who creatively improvises a mime work live, but without fixing it: she neither scores it on paper using notation nor has it recorded as performed. Suppose that our mime author initially performs her work in the United States, where, without her consent, a member of her audience, also a US national, makes a video-recording of this work as performed and, through a US internet-service provider, posts the resulting video-recording on the worldwide web. What would the result be if a court were to start by applying only one law, particularly US law, to the entire case because, among the plausible choice-of-law connecting factors displayed in the case, the parties were US nationals or the unauthorised recording or posting took place within the United States? Bear in mind that full federal copyright in the United States does not protect unfixed creations or those fixed without due consent, while most Berne members protect unfixed creations with full copyright, or more precisely with full authors’ rights, if good evidence is given of the creations.7 Were a court to apply but one law to our case, here US law, it could risk extraterritorially stripping our US mime author of her rights abroad. She could lose rights that Berne national treatment would otherwise assure her, even in her originally unfixed work, in other countries.8

Such risks arise out of aggregating rights in bundles. In a case such as we hypothesised, a court could be asked to vindicate rights bundled together in each, some, or all of many laws. Confronted by ostensibly wide-ranging infringement, a court might well be tempted to localise infringing acts by seizing on any one of the diverse acts, for example, of reproduction or of communication, that may be subject to this or that right included in any one of the laws most favourable to the parties were US nationals or the unauthorised recording or posting took place within the United States? Bear in mind that full federal copyright in the United States does not protect unfixed creations or those fixed without due consent, while most Berne members protect unfixed creations with full copyright, or more precisely with full authors’ rights, if good evidence is given of the creations. Were a court to apply but one law to our case, here US law, it could risk extraterritorially stripping our US mime author of her rights abroad. She could lose rights that Berne national treatment would otherwise assure her, even in her originally unfixed work, in other countries. Such risks arise out of aggregating rights in bundles. In a case such as we hypothesised, a court could be asked to vindicate rights bundled together in each, some, or all of many laws. Confronted by ostensibly wide-ranging infringement, a court might well be tempted to localise infringing acts by seizing on any one of the diverse acts, for example, of reproduction or of communication, that may be subject to this or that right included in any one of the laws most favourable to the parties were US nationals or the unauthorised recording or posting took place within the United States? Bear in mind that full federal copyright in the United States does not protect unfixed creations or those fixed without due consent, while most Berne members protect unfixed creations with full copyright, or more precisely with full authors’ rights, if good evidence is given of the creations.


8 For further analysis, see Paul Edward Geller, “International Copyright: An Introduction” § 3[1][a] in International Copyright Law and Practice, fn.7 above, Vol.1, INT-46–INT-49.
national copyright bundle. To illustrate, in our hypothetical case of the mime work, let us vary certain facts: assume recording in the United States, posting online by a local user through a local service provider within Canada and making available to members of the public in countries worldwide. In our hypothetical, continue momentarily to assume that the court tries to govern the entire case with only one law; but whose law should it choose to apply, that of the United States or of Canada, each an arguable point of origin for infringing acts, or that of a country of reception? Even if the court were to apply more than one law, it would face a plethora of connecting factors for choosing laws, given all the combinations and permutations of rights bundled together in various national laws. In the United States and Europe, there is conflicting and ambivalent case law illustrating this problem.9

I shall now argue that, to start to resolve such choice-of-law problems, we have to reconstrue Berne-plus conditions. In particular, we have to begin to move away from any bundle paradigm of rights that tends to have us understand treaty rights one by one in terms of old categories. The TRIPs Agreement and WIPO Copyright Treaty have provisions that, if read together but differently, may guide us in adapting this understanding to new media conditions. Article 13 of the TRIPs Agreement, recodified in art. 10 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty, sets out criteria for limitations and exceptions to copyright, albeit in open-ended terms.10 To give these criteria some precision, I shall propose to read them restrictively; however, to do so, I have to start by considering another WIPO-Treaty provision: the shift away from any bundle paradigm, aggregating old rights helter-skelter, and to move towards a more coherent core-right paradigm. Turn to art.8 of the WIPO Treaty, which provides for the right of communicating or making works available to members of the public. This right may be characterised as a core right that subsumes prior Berne rights, including distribution and transmission rights.11 To complete the paradigm shift, however, we shall have to have the core right subsume the reproduction right as well.12

What do I mean by a “core right” in copyright law?13 Such a right is technology-neutral, applying, for example, to the distribution of hard copies and to electronic transmission. A core right is also self-limiting: a right of communication or making available to members of the public, by definition, would not include any right to control private activities; if the core right is conceived as a right of commercial exploitation, it would not definitionally include any right to control non-commercial activities.14 A core right may accordingly help us to sort out conflicts of laws in cross-border cases: any right of communication is triggered by making


14 For further analysis of the communication and commercialisation rights, respectively, see Geller, fn.1 above, 178–189; and Litman, fn.1 above, 180–182. Note that communication right would lead to imputing liability to up-loaders, but not necessarily to down-loaders, in file-sharing networks; however, it remains unclear whether any commercialisation right would apply either to up-loaders or to down-loaders.
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works available to audiences and, a fortiori, by marketing works to the public. Authors are then protected with regard to having their authorship recognised and their works received with integrity by audiences, as are authors and entrepreneurs with regard to earning remuneration in the marketplace.15 Interests in such protection motivate the *ordre public* of international copyright, compelling the answer to our question: which copyright laws ought to apply to worldwide infringement? The answer is already prefigured in the better decisions in major jurisdictions: apply the laws respectively in effect where audiences or markets are specifically targeted.16

How may a court, applying diverse national laws country by country, fashion coherent remedies in a given case? Elsewhere I have proposed the method of finding false conflicts for this purpose: if policies underlying theoretically conflicting laws call for much the same remedies in a case, the court may in practice defuse these conflicts by exercising its discretion to fashion such relief.17 Specific rights that fall under any core right may be defined by remedies for which they call relative to specific media: for example, reproduction and distribution rights may call for orders stopping the making and marketing of hard copies. Here we see how the core right may subsume the reproduction right: for the core right to entitle a claimant to control an act, even an act of reproduction, the act has to present risks of addressing some audience or market.18 Specifically, the act at issue has to threaten an author’s protected interests with regard to an audience or market sufficiently to justify a court’s exercise of discretion to enjoin the act. Only if faced with such risks, these outweighing risks to legally protected interests to the contrary, could a court prohibit the act.19

Contrary interests, notably of users, may justify limitations or exceptions to copyright. Can art.13 of the TRIPs Agreement help us with conflicts of laws in cases arguably subject to such limitations or exceptions? The TRIPs Agreement reserves definitional limitations of copyright: art.6 leaves intact the first-sale or exhaustion doctrine, while art.9(2) confirms the exclusion of ideas, procedures and so forth.20 Such definitional limitations, along with overriding constitutional limitations, help to define copyright itself, so that exceptions delimited by open-ended economic criteria do not expand or erode the core of copyright indiscriminately. I propose to distinguish definitional limitations of copyright, as well as constitutional limitations of copyright, on the one hand, from limitations and exceptions to copyright subject to the TRIPs economic criteria within art.13, on the other. The courts and commentators have already started to unbundle limitations and exceptions in these distinct regards.21

16 A pair of examples, one in the United States and the other in Europe, specifically in France, are illustrative: *Subafilms, Ltd v MGM-Pathe Communications Co*, 24 F.3d 1088, 1094–98 (9th Cir. 1994) (en banc) (invoking the “international regime” while refusing to apply US law to exploitation abroad), cert. denied, 513 U.S. 1001 (1994); *SISRO c. Sté. Ampersand Software*, Cour d’appel (Intermediate Court), 4e ch., Paris, February 8, 2002, Expertises, no.259, June 2002, 230 (applying Swedish, Dutch and British laws to exploitation in each country, respectively).
18 Here we move beyond Continental laws that, for example, posit the author’s core droit de représentation or Récht, sein Werk . . . zu verwerten, while they maintain self-standing reproduction rights. See Lucas and Kamina, “France” § 8[1][b], fn.7 above, FRA-109–FRA-113; and Dietz, “Germany” § 8[1][b], fn.7 above, GER-99–GER-108. We also start diffusing tensions that are troubling copyright law globally. See WIPO Copyright Treaty, fn.2 above, Agreed Statements concerning Articles 1(4) and 10 (proposing, respectively, to construe the reproduction right broadly and to allow new exceptions to narrow the scope of rights).
19 A caveat: the derivative-work right may be viewed as the core right applied to prior works and to later works creatively derived from the prior works; however, to avoid tensions between the rights of the prior and later authors, respectively, this view has special remedial consequences. For analysis, see Geller, fn.1 above, 180–181 and 184–189.
20 For analysis of TRIPs arts 6, 9(2) and 13, respectively, see Daniel Gervais, *The TRIPS Agreement: Drafting History and Analysis*, 2nd edn (Sweet & Maxwell, 2003), pp.112–115, 130–132 and 144–152.
What is a court to do when, in a cross-border case, definitional or constitutional limitations of copyright are invoked in different laws? Persuasive jurisprudence, I submit, supports the following solution: where definitional or constitutional limitations of copyright apply to dispose of a case, however these limitations are formulated in applicable laws, conflicts between these laws may be defused by declining to enjoin the global uses at issue. Consider a pair of decisions to this effect from a pair of leading courts, one in the tradition of the common law and the other in that of civil law. In a parody case in the United States, the Supreme Court warned against granting injunctions that would preclude access of the public to transformative works. In Germany, the Federal Constitutional Court, to assure freedom of artistic expression, overturned an injunction which had prohibited the use of extensive quotes critically included in a play.

What if, rather than overriding limitations, mere exceptions to copyright ostensibly apply? TRIPs criteria seem too vague to help us resolve conflicts of laws here. Consider, for example, potential conflicts in cases where the broad US doctrine of fair use and limited European exceptions might apply. Some commentators propose to construe TRIPs criteria of exceptions in the light of the Agreed Statement concerning Article 10 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty, which contemplates new exceptions for digital uses. However, recourse to ever-newer copyright exceptions would aggravate conflicts of laws already difficult enough to resolve. I have proposed to subsume rights, notably the reproduction right, under a core right of communication. This approach would tend to replace complex exceptions with simpler definitional limitations of rights.

I shall hedge my argument in concluding. In an online world, courts have to avoid the choice-of-law roulette that would put all local copyright reforms to naught. I have tried to anticipate, and shall now resume, a few lessons that, when faced with conflicts of copyright laws, courts may learn and then teach us for making copyright reforms globally more coherent. On the one hand, we need to reconceptualise copyright bundles in terms of a core author’s right; on the other, we need to move from multiplying exceptions to rights towards limiting rights definitionally. While courts may, to defuse conflicts of laws, fashion remedies as if laws were thus principled, only legislators may reformulate statutes to such effect.